Pete Thongjure: Thai-American
Actor
Pete Puntakarn Thongjure was born in January 1968 in
California, USA. He is a famous half-Thai actor and model. His
family moved back to Thailand when he was six years old. He is
the eldest son of the famous actor and rally car driver Pinyoo
Thongjure.
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Thus, it does not come as a surprise that Pete started acting
early in his childhood. What is more, his three younger
siblings are also well-known in Thailand. Perhaps you’ve heard

of Saifar, NamThansod and NamPoung (Honey) Thongjure.
He first did some Thai TV commericals when he was a kid and
soon other opportunities arose. Thus, Pete also got into
acting and appeared in his first movie when he was only seven
and a half. Hence, at the age of nine he was already cohosting the show “Pao-ying-shoob”. At the age of 11, he was a
popular actor in TV series and movies. However, when he was
13, his parents sent him back to the US for his further
education. Today, Pete has been in the Thai entertainment
industry for over 30 years and he is still going strong.
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He was in a number of popular movies and Thai TV series. His
first drama was the lakorn ‘Ubattihed’ with half-Thai
actress Katarina Glos.
For instance, he starred in the classic ghost story ‘Mae Nak’
(2000) on Channel 7 and he was in horror movies like ‘Bangkok
Haunted’ (2001), ‘Lizard Woman’ (2004) and ‘Fan Mai’ (2010)
starring alongside Thai movie star Ananda Everingham.

An interesting alternative movie produced by Pete Thongjure is
‘Province 77 Los Angeles’ (2003). He also starred in his movie
which is about Thai immigrants in Los Angeles. There is a
place called ‘Thai Town’ where most of these immigrants live –
hence, it is also referred to the Thai 77th province. The
movie draws a grim picture of a Thai family in LA whose
restaurant is in danger of being confiscated for unpaid taxes.
What is more, it seems hard to maintain traditional Thai
values in the environment where gangs rule but finally the
family unifies again. By the way, the soundtrack to the movies
is by the Thai rap band Thaitanium.
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Nevertheless, Pete maybe regarded as a rarity the showbusiness
being an actor who is introvert and does not like to talk much

about himself. He enjoys his privacy and loves quiet and
peace. In his view, keeping his privacy has been vital in
maintaining such a long career.
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His proudest acting achievements are his action TV series whom
Pete enjoys very much. Nevertheless, he is a passionate racing
driver and loves fast cars like his father. Hence, he also has
a reality show about his racing career. He loves race driving
because it requires precision and concentration. Thus, racing
is like meditating since the mind has be stay focussed and
quiet.
Today, Pete is father of three children and a true family man.
His wife is Wilailak ‘Jeng’ Tongchua. Hence, we may say that
Pete Thongjure is truly a versatile actor with a long career
and also a popular racing driver.
Yours, Sirinya

